Coaching at Work Series of Masterclasses 2021


Team
Coaching: What The
Literature Doesn’t Tell You
Allard de Jong, PCC &
Georgina Woudstra, MCC
Date: Friday 14th May 2021 (Half Day)
Venue: Online Zoom Platform
Timings: 2.00pm to 5.00pm
Masterclass outline
The big problems of the world can only be solved through brilliant
collaboration. We know there’s a huge role for team coaching in
enabling this. Hence our profession is exploding, thought leaders
abound and it seems like new insights are published every month.
But as practitioners we have found that these do not always reflect
the messy reality of team coaching - even less so in a virtual world of
distributed teams. In this interactive and experiential session we’ll
explore several of these discoveries. We will delve into coaching
with courage and “sitting in the fire.” And we’ll get into the arena to
practice, so put your coaching pants on.

Masterclass Aims
Z Unpack the notion of Real Team Coaching.
Z BE a team coach, versus DOING team coaching.
Z Work flexibly and deeply and in the here-and-now with teams.
Z  Hold the space and contain discomfort within yourself 
and the team.
Z Keep building confidence and competence as a team coach.
Z Experience creating a virtual container.

Masterclass Content
Z Resolving the tensions you experience as a team coach.
Z Exploring fear & vulnerability as a team coaching.
Z Developing your presence and capacity to stay in the moment.
Courageously diving into the unknown of emergent 
Z	
team coaching.
Z Practice, practice, practice.
Z And doing so while coaching virtually!

 llard de Jong, PCC is an ICF certified coach (PCC) and certified
A
mentor coach, trainer and facilitator. His basic training was with CTI
and he holds a master’s degree in communication studies from the
university of California. He has been working with leaders and their
teams since 2001 on all 5 continents. Lately he has focused his efforts
on bringing people together online one-on-one and in teams and
engaging them in effective virtual conversations, in both facilitation
and coaching settings.
Georgina Woudstra MCC is the Founder and Principal of the
Team Coaching Studio, an organisation dedicated to the
professionalising team coaching and to the developing of excellent
Real Team Coaches worldwide. The Team Coaching Studio developed
the TCS Team Coaching Competencies, which sits at the heart of their
approach, once which advocates the power of a coaching mindset
and presence in team coaching.
Her first degree was in fashion design and it revealed her innate
ability to notice patterns and foresee trends. An entrepreneurial
streak combined with this pioneering nature, led her to create and
build several cutting-edge businesses over the course of her career.
She discovered coaching in the early 1990’s when conducting her
research for a Masters in Change Management. The very nature of
coaching spoke deeply to her love of learning, her desire for personal
growth and self-actualisation, and her appetite for business. She
began her coaching practice in 1993, and she has since become of
one the UK’s leading CEO & Top Team Coaches.

Logistics
Fees  
Half-day price: 
£34.99  (subscribers),  
£49.99 (non-subscribers). 
All prices include VAT
Groups of 3+ : 
A further 5% discount is available

Booking Procedure
Please fill in an application form
on-line at: 
www.coaching-at-work.com/
masterclasses  

